YVE LAVINE PHOTOGRAPHY

CHOOSING YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER AND
PREPARING FOR YOUR SHOOT

www.lavinephotography.com.au/weddings

Selecting a studio
There are numerous studios and freelance photographers to choose from
so how do you do it? Here are a few tips
Review a number of portfolios and consider their style. Would this
studio suit your family and personality?
What is their professional experience? Is this reflected in the quality of
their work?
Will the photographer put you first? Are they listening to your needs
and drawing out your personality? Is this important to you?
Does the studio convey a level of professionalism that matches your
expectations? Consider their testimonials and reputation.
When you select Yve Lavine Photography you can expect a high level of
professionalism, friendliness, and eagerness to capture the essence of
your day.

Style
Every photographer brings their unique vision. so it's important to see a
wide range of samples of work to get the best fit for you and your partner.
At Yve Lavine Photographer we tend toward an editorial candid capture,
with less posing and more interaction. That said, group and family photos
fall toward the more traditional posed setups and we do recommend
ensuring there's a record you incorporate a group portrait session on the
day if you have a number of guests.
These as you've probably experienced are the photos we pour over in
years to come pointing out nanna, pops, cousin Sue, etc... These are the
photos that often become the backbone of the history of our respective
families.

Getting Ready
What we find important is knowing in advance which groups are
important to be photographed on the day. Let's face it weddings are one
of the few times families and friends are all together!
Planning the day beforehand smooths the time along. Having a
designated helper, or two, that knows and can identify people at the right
time will save you fretting so you can enjoy your special day.
Create a shot list for us and pass this to your designated helpers. Their
job will be to find and direct guests to the photo area so you can both
relax.
Let those on your list know in advance they will be asked to join you
for the group photos with the approximate time beforehand.
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Dream Vision
A one hour session
that allows for the
arrival of the
couple. Candid
shots and capture
of the brief
ceremony and a
few portrait shots
of the couple.
Recommended
for Tiny Weddings
with less than 6
guests.

$550

Passion Vision
Two hour coverage
arrival of the
couple, ceremony,
group shots and a
portrait shoot for
the couple.
Recommended if
you are looking to
create your an
album or showreel
yourselves of with
us. And have 10 or
more guests
sharing your day.

$770

Add On
Albums
Prints
Additional hours

by arrangement

